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B
ulk heterojunctionorganicphotovoltaics
(OPVs) consisting of an interpenetrat-
ing donor�acceptor network have

been extensively studied for their advantages
such as thinness, light weight, flexibility,
large-area features, as well as simple and
cost-effective processes.1,2 It is well-known
that the thickness of OPVs is limited to several
tens of nanometers for the effective charge
collectionwith reduced recombination losses
due to lower mobility and shorter exciton
diffusion length of organic materials com-
pared to inorganic ones.2,3 However, such
thin film structure leads to insufficient light
absorption in a photoactive layer, so the
efficient light trapping and coupling with
the active layer are required to improve the

device efficiency. In this respect, metal nano-
particles (NPs) or nanostructures incorpo-
rated in single and tandem OPVs have been
reported to improve efficiency in device
performance,4�10 which is mainly attributed
to plasmonic near-field enhancement and
prolonged optical paths of the incident
light onto the active layer by scattering
elements.9,11,12

Meanwhile, the placement of metal NPs
at different locations of OPVs enables one to
manipulate differentmechanisms for optical
and (or) electrical enhancement in power
conversion efficiency (PCE).7,12,13 When a
polymer based active layer and metal
NPs are combined, the PCE is enhanced
by the improvement in light absorption or
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ABSTRACT We report the effect of a nanobump assembly (NBA)

constructed with molybdenum oxide (MoO3) covering Ag nanoparti-

cles (NPs) under the active layer on the efficiency of plasmonic

polymer solar cells. Here, the NPs with precisely controlled concen-

tration and size have been generated by an atmospheric evaporation/

condensation method and a differential mobility classification and

then deposited on an indium tin oxide electrode via room tempera-

ture aerosol method. NBA structure is made by enclosing NPs with

MoO3 layer via vacuum thermal evaporation to isolate the undulated

active layer formed onto the underlying protruded NBA. Simulated scattering cross sections of the NBA structure reveal higher intensities with a strong

forward scattering effect than those from the flat buffer cases. Experimental results of the device containing the NBA show 24% enhancement in short-circuit

current density and 18% in power conversion efficiency compared to the device with the flat MoO3 without the NPs. The observed improvements are

attributed to the enhanced light scattering and multireflection effects arising from the NBA structure combined with the undulated active layer in the visible

and near-infrared regions. Moreover, we demonstrate that the NBA adopted devices show better performance with longer exciton lifetime and higher light

absorption in comparison with the devices with Ag NPs incorporated flat poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). Thus, the

suggested approach provides a reliable and efficient light harvesting in a broad range of wavelength, which consequently enhances the performance of

various organic solar cells.

KEYWORDS: organic solar cell . nanobump assembly . plasmonic effect . multireflection . nanoparticles . aerosol process
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electrical conductivity, but there is a concern on the
possibility of exciton quenching in the active layer.14,15

Thus, metal NPs are mainly incorporated in the inter-
layer of conventional OPVs between the indium tin
oxide (ITO) anode and the active layer, poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS), and there have been reports demonstrat-
ing the enhancement in the short-circuit current (JSC)
and the open-circuit voltage (VOC).

5,16,17 In those cases,
the metallic NPs such as Ag, Au, and Cu have been
mostly embedded within the PEDOT:PSS via wet
chemical synthesis.5,18 However, this wet approach
involves large amounts of solvents and needs to use
surfactants to avoid aggregation among the NPs. Also,
there exist contamination problems from impurities
during the particle generation, and it is hard to control
the concentration and distribution of the NPs during a
spin coating process. Moreover, the PEDOT:PSS layer
has acidic and hygroscopic features, leading to instabil-
ity of a device which also arises from etching the ITO
electrode and migrating indium to an active layer.19

Furthermore, degraded PEDOT:PSS is considered as a
part of an insulating layer that would deteriorate the
device performance.20 In this regard, several metal
oxides such as molybdenum oxide (MoO3), vanadium
oxide, tungsten oxide, and nickel oxide have been
demonstrated as efficient hole extraction materials
for OPV devices to replace the PEDOT:PSS.21�23 Espe-
cially, MoO3 is more stable in the air compared to the
PEDOT:PSS and prevents the diffusion of moisture or
oxygen into the active layer, resulting in longer lifetime
or lower degradation rate.19 Hence, the OPVs fabri-
cated with this oxide buffer layer have better perfor-
mance in current density, mobility, and charge carrier
conduction with good stability than the devices
with the PEDOT:PSS layer.19,24 Additionally, thermally
evaporated metal oxide layer can uniformly follow the
surface morphology of underlying nanostructures,
while the PEDOT:PSS layer tends to maintain its flat
morphology even on textured structures.
In recent studies, MoO3/Ag NPs/MoO3 structure

25,26

and solution-processed Ag NPs-MoO3 composite film27

as a hole extraction layer (HEL) have been located on
the flat active layer for inverted-type organic solar cells
to enhance device performance by the enhanced light
absorption via plasmonic backscattering25,26 and the
improvement of the carrier transport,27 respectively.
Here, the NPs were floated randomly inside the MoO3

layer, while the active layer formed a flat shape. To fully
use the conformal property of the MoO3 and, as a
consequence, to induce enhanced light-matter interac-
tion in the active layer, the NPs could be deposited prior
to the active layer. In such case, the MoO3 covering the
NPs, deposited on an ITO electrode, as a HEL has a
bumped shape, and the active layer itself is forced to
have an undulated structure by the underlying MoO3/
AgNPs. The increased interface areabetween the active

layer and the anode electrode can be expected to
contribute to the PCE enhancement in optical as well
as electrical aspects.28 In spite of these advantages,
there have been few reports on the NPs embedded
nanobump-plasmonic architecture placed under the
active layer to enhance the PCE of OPVs, due to the
inherent difficulty to precisely form textured metal-
structures by conventional wet chemical process. To
generate metallic NPs and nanostructures in a con-
trolled manner, an aerosol approach utilizing the
evaporation and condensation methods has been
extensively studied since the work of Scheibel and
Porstendörfer,29 demonstrating various shapes and
sizes of generated NPs30 and local heating control.31

Therefore, in this report, we first demonstrate the
18% PCE enhancement of OPVs by implementing the
nanobump assembly (NBA), constructed with the pro-
truded MoO3 covering the aerosol-derived Ag NPs,
under the active layer in comparison with the device
employing the flat HEL with the Ag NPs. Then, the
underlying mechanism of enhanced device perfor-
mance arising from the NBA combined with the un-
dulated active layer is analyzed by simulations of cross
sections and absorption spectra, photoluminescence
(PL), current density�voltage (J�V) characteristics, and
incident photon conversion efficiency (IPCE). More-
over, the effect of Ag NP's size and concentration on
device performance in the NBA structure is system-
atically studied in terms of the enhanced light trapping
and multireflections through the aforementioned
theoretical and experimental works.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a�e show the fabrication process for the
plasmonic OPVs employing the NBA structure. First,
we prepared an ITO-coated glass substrate, and then
Ag NPs synthesized and classified by atmospheric
evaporation/condensation and differential mobility
classification methods were deposited on the ITO by
room temperature aerosol process. After covering
these Ag NPs with 20 nm vacuum-thermally evapo-
rated MoO3 to implement the NBA, the mixture of
the poly[N-900-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(40,70-
di-2-thienyl-20,10,30-benzothiadiazole) (PCDTBT)/[6,6]-
phenyl C70 butyric acid methyl-ester (PC70BM) was
spin-coated on top of the NBA. Finally, the device
fabrication was completed by depositing 0.5 nm
lithium-fluoride (LiF) and 100 nm aluminum electrode.
Figure 1f shows a cross-sectional schematic of the
completed OPVs incorporating the NBA structure.
Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) images of the device embedding 40 nm Ag
NPs (the left side of Figure 1g) show the conformal
MoO3 layer with a thickness of 20 nm on the upper
half surface of the NPs, which is thick enough to fully
cover the Ag NPs without significantly changing the
PCE of devices.32 In addition, mapping images for each
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material obtained by energy dispersive spectrometer
(EDS) analysis in Figure 1g clearly identify the distribu-
tion of the MoO3 and the Ag NPs on the ITO electrode,
confirming successful formation of the NBA structure
with a protruding shape and a textured active layer.
In this report, we denote the Ag NPs with an average
diameter d nm as Ag d. Figure S1 also presents the
conformal surface morphologies of the NBAs formed
on top of Ag 20, 40, and 60. Small-sized Ag 20 and
40 were fully encapsulated by the MoO3, while the
lower part of Ag 60 was barely covered with the MoO3

due to the inherent feature of a thermal evaporation
process. It is likely that there would be little exciton
quenching problem even for Ag 60 enclosed by the
MoO3 because the exciton lifetime of polymer casted
on it, measured by time-resolved PL, turns out to be the
same as those of the NBAs with Ag 20 and 40 (see
Figure S2). Therefore, we have successfully fabricated
the OPVs that implement the NBA including Ag NPs
generated by the evaporation and condensation
method.

Figure 2a depicts the experimental setup for the
evaporation and condensation method via the aerosol
process, which consists of a tube furnace, a nano-
differential mobility analyzer (nano-DMA), a DMA con-
troller, a neutralizer, a high voltage power supply, two
mass flow controllers (MFCs), and a deposition chamber
in a glovebox. To deposit Ag NPs on the substrate, a
solid silver strip (Alfaesar) was placed at the end of
quartz tube located inside the center of the tube furnace
(Okdu SiC tube furnace). Two MFCs (Tylan FC280S)
were utilized to supply 99.999% N2 carrier gas with 1.5
standard liter per minute into the quartz tube. As the
tube furnace was heated at 1150 �C, the Ag NPs were
generated. After the high temperature NPs passed
through cooling water line maintaining 26 �C, charged
NPs were grown by condensation and coagulation
processes.30 The ionized polydispersive Ag NPs were
produced via a neutralizer (HCT Aerosol Neutralizer
4530), and positively charged monodispersive NPs
were classified by the nano-DMA (TSI 308500) and the
DMA controller (AERIS). By varying the applied voltage

Figure 1. The fabrication process of the plasmonic OPV employing nanobump assembly: (a) preparation of a cleaned ITO
substrate; (b) Ag NPs deposition on the ITO substrate via the evaporation and condensationmethod; (c) thermal evaporation
of MoO3 nanobump layer on Ag NPs/ITO; (d) spin coating of PCDTBT:PC70BM active layer on MoO3 layer; (e) thermal
evaporation of LiF and Al electrode on the active layer; (f) schematic cross section of completed device, ITO/Ag 40/MoO3/
PCDTBT:PC70BM/LiF/Al; (g) cross-sectional TEM image and its corresponding EDS data showing the elements of Ag andMo in
the NBA (scale bar: 50 nm).
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according to particle's electrical mobility through the
DMA controller such as 1.03, 3.93, and 8.42 kV, we could
classify Ag 20, 40, and 60 with well-defined sizes. Here,
we set the concentration of charged particle as 3.0 �
105 cm�3 on average, while depositing Ag NPs onto an
ITO substrate. By regulating the deposition time, it is
possible to control the surface density of Ag NPs on
the ITO ranging from 0.2 to 1.5 � 109 cm�2. From the
field emission-scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM)
images (�50 000 in magnification, 6.0 μm � 4.2 μm in
analysis area) in Figure 2b, it is confirmed that incorpo-
rated Ag 20, 40, and 60 are uniformly but randomly

deposited onto the ITO with small standard deviations
of their sizes (σ): σ = 1.9, 2.9, and 2.5 nm for Ag 20, 40,
and 60, respectively. This analysiswas performedby the
ImageJ software (version 1.46r).
To investigate the effect of the NBA structure on the

optical enhancement, we analyzed near-field profiles
and radiation patterns using a three-dimensional
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) solution package
(version 8.4.3, Lumerical solutions) for the Ag 20, 40,
and 60 cases in which the NPs deposited on the ITO
were enclosed by different HELs (MoO3, PEDOT:PSS)
and then encompassed by the same background

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the evaporation and condensation setup to generate Ag NPs and deposit them onto the substrate
sample. (b) FE-SEM images of Ag 20, 40, and 60 coated on ITO electrodes. The insets represent the size distribution of the NPs
generated by the aerosol method (scale bar: 500 nm).
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Figure 3. (a) Schematics of the FDTD simulation structures of AgNPs in the different HELs (PEDOT:PSS, flatMoO3, NBA, andwithout
HEL) surroundedbyPCDTBT:PC70BM,andcalculatedscatteringcross sections (CS) fordifferently sizedAgNPs: (b) Ag20, (c) 40, and (d)
60. (e) The ratio of scattering CS to absorption CS as a function of particle diameter in different surroundingmedia. Here, PF-d, FM-d,
and NBA-d represent d nmAg NPs embedded within PEDOT:PSS, flat MoO3, and NBA, respectively, surrounded by PCDTBT:PC70BM,
while w/o HEL-d denotes d nmAgNPs surrounded only by the PCDTBT:PC70BMwithout HEL. Calculated electric field distributions in
xz-plane at LSPRpeak of theNBA-40 (λ=533 nm) for the schematics shown in (a): (f) FP-40, (g) FM-40, (h) NBA-40, and (i) w/oHEL-40.
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material (PCDTBT:PC70BM). Figure 3a shows the
schematics of simulated structures for the d nm Ag
NPs embedded in the flat PEDOT:PSS (FP-d), flat MoO3

(FM-d), and NBA (NBA-d) surrounded by the PCDTBT:
PC70BM, as well as Ag NPs without HEL (w/o HEL-d)
immersed in the active layer. To compare with the
aforementioned cases, Ag NPs within air background
case (not shown here) were also simulated. Then, we
calculated scattering cross sections (CS) for the Ag
20, 40, and 60 cases where the NPs were located in
the four different structures to investigate the variation
of scattering intensities with respect to different re-
fractive index (n) as shown in Figure 3b�d and Table 1.
Simulated results show that the scattering CS in-

creases and localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) peaks are red-shifted when the Ag NP size
increases from 20 to 60 nm. The LSPR peak is shifted
from 358 to 368 nm as the size of Ag NPs within
air background increase from 20 to 60 nm, which is

less than those for the other four cases. Since the
optical refractive index of the PEDOT:PSS, MoO3, and
PCDTBT:PC70BM layers at visible wavelength is larger
than that of air (n=1),we anticipate that the LSPR spectra
for those structures are more red-shifted compared to
that of the NPs within air as the size of NPs increases.
Especially, the NBA shows the highest value of scattering
CS in the spectral range of 450�600 nm, which is well
matched with the main absorption band of the PCDTBT:
PC70BM. As the diameter of Ag NPs increases from
20 to 60 nm, the degree of spectral shift in LSPR peaks
for the NBA is relatively lower than those of the other
cases shown in Figure 3b�d, but its intensity level is
much higher than the other cases covering the whole
absorption band of the active layer.
Figure 3e represents the ratio of scattering CS to

absorption CS for Ag NPs at each maximum value with
increasing the diameter from 20 to 60 nm in the four
different surrounding materials, illustrating that the
ratio is proportional to the Ag NP size. The CS ratio
for the NBA-30, 40, 50, and 60 is 0.37, 0.61, 0.91, and
1.20, respectively, higher values than those of the other
architectures (see Table 1). Since light scattering is
much more dominant factor than absorption loss for
extending the optical path length and light trapping
efficiency within the active layer, the NBA enclosing
Ag NPs within OPVs has a prominent enhancement
of the plasmonic effect. To observe the degree of
light propagation into the active layers, the electric
field profiles for the Ag 40 embedded in different

TABLE 1. Ratios of Scattering CS to Absorption CS for

Differently Sized Ag NPs in Each HEL

NP size (nm)

HEL 20 30 40 50 60

FP 0.31 0.29 0.46 0.57 0.88
FM 0.15 0.23 0.29 0.40 0.60
NBA 0.15 0.37 0.61 0.91 1.20
w/o HEL 0.02 0.07 0.17 0.39 0.74

Figure 4. FDTD simulations on near-field radiation patterns arising from the plasmonic resonance peaks of the NBA for the
flat PEDOT:PSS, flat MoO3, NBA, and without HEL embedding (a) Ag 20, (b) 40, and (c) 60 in xz-plane, and (d) Ag 20, (e) 40, and
(f) 60 in yz-plane.
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surrounding media were calculated as shown in
Figure 3f�i: the scattered light from the NBA propa-
gates farther into the active region than those from the
other cases. Thus, the optically amplified fields in the
vicinity of Ag NPs via LSPR coupling with the incident
electromagnetic fields for the NBA case give rise to
more enhanced light scattering and trapping effects
within the active layer.12

Figure 4 shows the calculated near-field radiation
patterns of FP-d, FM-d, NBA-d, and w/o HEL-d, with
respect to xz- and yz-planes at each plasmon reso-
nance peak of the NBA-20, 40, and 60. In all the cases,
the radiated power intensities in xz- and yz-planes are
proportional to the size of Ag NPs. The intensities of
near fields for the NBA-20, 40, and 60 within the BHJ
layer are higher than those of the other architectures:
particularly, the intensities of the NBA both in xz- and
yz-planes are at least four times larger than that of the
flat MoO3. Also, the radiated field profiles of all the
cases show strong forward scattering characteristics:
especially the scattering intensities in xz- and yz-plane
of the NBA are dominant over all the other cases. Thus,
the incident light interacting with the NBA can be
considerably harvested within the OPVs via forward
scattering effect. Therefore, the simulation results on
the optical near field reveal that the NBA can be a

platform for outstandingly enhancing plasmonic OPV
compared to the other architectures in the optical
point of view.
To quantify the effect of the combination of the NBA

and the undulated active layer on device performance,
OPVs incorporating the NBA with different diameters
of 20, 40, and 60 nm were fabricated, and compared
with the reference device including 20 nm MoO3 HEL
without Ag NPs. The J�V characteristics of the devices

Figure 5. (a) J�V characteristics of the plasmonic OPVswith the NBA incorporating differently sized NPs (NBA-20, 40, and 60).
(b) IPCEs of the OPVs with the NBA. (c) The IPCE enhancement and (d) calculated absorption enhancement ratios of
the plasmonic solar cells as a function of wavelength. The inset graphs in (c) and (d) illustrate the enhancement ratio in a full
scale.

TABLE 2. Device Performance of the Plasmonic Solar Cells

Containing the NBA with Differently Sized NPsa

JSC (mA/cm
2) VOC (V) FF efficiency (%)

RSH

(kΩ 3 cm
2)

ref 9.12 ( 0.10 0.88 ( 0.01 0.64 ( 0.01 5.07 ( 0.08 2.0
(9.16) (0.88) (0.64) (5.16)

NBA-20 10.04 ( 0.09 0.88 ( 0.01 0.64 ( 0.01 5.62 ( 0.15 2.1
(10.15) (0.88) (0.65) (5.80)

NBA-40 10.43 ( 0.12 0.88 ( 0.01 0.64 ( 0.01 5.87 ( 0.17 2.4
(10.58) (0.88) (0.65) (6.07)

NBA-60 11.11 ( 0.24 0.87 ( 0.01 0.55 ( 0.02 5.37 ( 0.26 0.4
(11.36) (0.88) (0.57) (5.65)

a The average and standard deviation values of the photovoltaic parameters are
shown. The values inside parentheses represent the parameters of OPVs with the
highest PCE for each case.
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with the NBA structure and the reference device were
taken under AM 1.5G 100 mW/cm2 illumination as
shown in Figure 5a. The photovoltaic parameters for
each case are summarized in Table 2. The PCE of
the devices with NPs is improved from 5.16% in the
reference device to 5.80% (NBA-20), 6.07% (NBA-40),
and 5.65% (NBA-60), respectively. Interestingly, the
observed improvement in the PCE is originated from
the increase in JSC from 9.16 mA/cm2 (the reference
device) to 10.15 mA/cm2 (NBA-20), 10.58 mA/cm2

(NBA-40), and 11.36 mA/cm2 (NBA-60), accordingly.
The enhancement ratio in JSC ismore than 10%without
changing the VOC. Especially, the photocurrent in-
creases as the diameter of incorporated NPs increases,
which is coincident with aforementioned optical simu-
lation results showing the enhanced ratio of scattering
to absorption CS in the NBA with large-size NPs. To
further investigate underlying mechanism for the en-
hanced JSC from the devices employing the NBA, we
havemeasured exciton generation rates of the devices.
The increased exciton generation rate (8.8�23.4%) of
the devices with the NBA supports the enhancement
in the photocurrent as shown in Figure S3 and Table S1.
In addition, it is noted that the absorption intensity of
the filmswith AgNPs in visible region is higher than that
of the counterpart without NPs (see Figure S4), which
indicates the match between the enhanced plasmonic
peaks induced by the NBA and the absorption band of
PCDTBT:PC70BMblend. Also, as the size of NPs increases,
the absorption is enhanced, which is consistentwith the
measured photocurrents. Furthermore, the enhance-
ment in a steady-state PL of PCDTBT layer casted on
the NBA at a broad wavelength of 700 - 900 nm (See
Figure S2) provides us direct evidence of plasmonic
effects.8,17 Therefore, the higher PCE ismainly attributed
to the optical enhancement in the devices embedding
the NBA structure.
Despite the highest JSC of the OPV embedding NBA-

60, the PCE of it is lower than those of NBA-20 and
40 because of the low fill factor (FF). Since the reverse
dark current of the device with NBA-60 is 2 orders of
magnitude higher and its shunt resistance is lower
compared to those of the others, this reduction of FF
can bemainly caused by the increased leakage current
and recombination losses33 (see Figure S5a). The leak-
age currentmight be attributed to the thin thickness of
the active layer (approximately 20 to 30 nm) in the
region where the Ag NPs were inserted between the
anode and the cathode (Figure S5d). Many research
groups have reported similar drop of FF in devices
employing large-size and highly concentrated
NPs.14,15,34 By decreasing the concentration of NPs in
NBA-60, the higher PCE of 5.81% was achieved with
maintaining FF of 0.65, while the JSC (10.24 mA/cm2)
was lowered due to the reduced plasmonic effect by
the decreased number of NPs (see Figure S5b and
Table S2), which shows good agreement with

literatures about the flat interlayers incorporating
NPs.35,36 Consequently, the leakage current arising
from the short distance between the cathode and
the NBA degrades the device performance in spite of
the increased JSC. It is not only observed that the PCE of
the device containing the NBA-60 with high volume
ratio of NPs to the active layer (0.49%) is lowered than
that of one with low concentration (0.27%), but device
performances of highly concentrated NBA-20 (>0.1%)
and 40 (>0.2%) also reduced due to the reduction in JSC
as shown in Figure S6. It may be attributed to reduced
volume of the active layer arising from the presence
of NPs, which augments the leakage current and
decreases light harvesting.
To analyze the influence of the NP size on the

external quantum efficiency (EQE), the IPCEs of devices
with theNBA and the reference device including 20 nm
MoO3 HEL without Ag NPs were measured. Figure 5b
shows that the IPCE of OPVs with the NBA is higher
than that of reference sample, which reflects the
enhancement in JSC. The effect of the NBA on these
OPVs is investigated systematically by comparingmea-
sured IPCE with calculated one in terms of enhance-
ment ratio of devices as illustrated in Figure 5c,d. The
results show three unique features in the spectral
responses of the device. First, the enhancement ratio
ofmeasured IPCE increases proportionally to the size of
NPs in the spectral range of 400�600 nm, consistent
with the optical simulation. The highest IPCE enhance-
ment ratio of each device in this wavelength range
increases by 21%, 28%, and 30% in NBA-20, 40, and 60,
respectively, with respect to the reference one. The
enhancements in experimental IPCE are slightly higher
than those of the calculated absorption model because
an electrical enhancement coming from an enlarged
surface area of the anode with the NBA was not
considered in the simulation. Next, the wavelength of
the main peak in IPCE enhancement plot (465 nm for
NBA-20, 490 nm for NBA-40, and 520 nm for NBA-60)
is red-shifted with increasing size of NPs. Simulated
absorption data follows the IPCE experimental results
regardless of slight difference in the distribution be-
tween a calculatedmodel and a fabricated architecture.
Even though previous studies have predicted similar
phenomenon,11 to the best of our knowledge, the
relationship between the IPCE peak and the NP size
enclosed with the metal oxide layer has not been
verified experimentally. Our experimental finding of
the IPCE peak dependency on the incorporated NP
size might have been successfully achieved by the
low possibility of aggregation among the NPs and
the low deviation of NPs' size in the NBA through the
evaporation and condensation method based on the
dry aerosol process. Last, the additional enhance-
ment peak at the red and near-infrared (IR) region
(650�800 nm) is prominent in both the experimental
IPCE and calculated absorption enhancement plots
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(the inset of Figure 5c,d), which is not observed in the
calculated scattering CS shown in Figure 3. Interestingly,
this improvement shown in the range above 650 nm is
much higher than that occurring at 450�600 nm. By
comparing the absorption of the active layer with and
without Al back reflector throughout the simulation, we
found that the multireflection between the NBA on the
ITO electrode and the Al electrode causes to increase
the absorption in low energy light (see Figure S7).
But the absorption of the PCDTBT:PC70BM in this region
is so low that this enhancement cannot substantially
contribute to photocurrent enhancement. If this NBA is
applied to near IR absorbingmaterials, further improve-
ment in device performance is expected.
Furthermore, to identify the difference in the plas-

monic effect between the NBA and the conventionally
used flat interfacial layers including Ag NPs, devices
containing PEDOT:PSS with and without 40 nm of Ag
NP were fabricated. The relatively thin PEDOT:PSS
(20 nm) was chosen as the HEL for direct comparison
with the NBA case.37 The device structure and all
manufacturing procedures except the HEL were ex-
actly the same as those of devices with the NBA.
Figure 6a shows the J�V characteristics of devices with
different plasmonic structures. The PCE of the device
with FP-40 (5.67%) is improved compared to its coun-
terpart without AgNPs (5.20%). As the flat PEDOT:PSS is

replacedwith theNBA structure as a HEL, the PCE of the
NBA-40 further increases to 6.07% because of the
enhancement in JSC from 10.24 to 10.58 mA/cm2.
It should be noted that the device performance of
the samples without Ag NPs is very similar to each
other regardless of HEL types (Table 3). These results
of device performance demonstrate that the NBA
structure more significantly influences the photo-
voltaic characteristic compared to the device with
the same sized NPs embedded in the flat PEDOT:PSS.
The enhancement in JSC can be attributed to the

higher exciton generation of the device assisted by the
NBA because of its excellent optical effects: the LSPR

Figure 6. (a) The J�V characteristics of devices with different HEL layers. The solid lines denote the devices with Ag 40, while
the dash lines represent the devices without Ag NP. (b) The IPCE data and their enhancement ratios compared to each
reference sample. (c) Steady-state PL spectra of PCDTBT filmswith different buffer layers. (d) Time-resolved PL (λ= 690 nm) of
PCDTBT films with the NBA-40 compared to the FP-40, where the numbers represent the exciton lifetime inside each active
material. Here, the measured data (symbols) are fitted using exponential functions (solid lines).

TABLE 3. Comparison of Device Performance for the

NBA-40 and the FP-40a

HEL layer Ag NPs JSC (mA/cm
2) VOC (V) FF efficiency (%)

NBA None 9.12 ( 0.10 0.88 ( 0.01 0.64 ( 0.01 5.07 ( 0.08
(9.16) (0.88) (0.64) (5.16)

NBA-40 10.43 ( 0.12 0.88 ( 0.01 0.64 ( 0.01 5.87 ( 0.17
(10.58) (0.88) (0.65) (6.07)

Flat PEDOT:PSS None 9.18 ( 0.10 0.89 ( 0.01 0.62 ( 0.01 5.08 ( 0.11
(9.19) (0.89) (0.63) (5.20)

FP-40 10.10 ( 0.12 0.89 ( 0.01 0.61 ( 0.01 5.57 ( 0.06
(10.24) (0.89) (0.62) (5.63)

a The average and standard deviation values of the photovoltaic parameters are
shown. The values inside parentheses represent the parameters of OPVs with the
highest PCE for each case.
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and near-field analysis. The effects of different optical
properties caused by each plasmonic structure on
device performance are reflected in the IPCE of two
devices as illustrated in Figure 6b. The increase in JSC of
the NBA-40 is mainly caused by the increased EQE
at the wavelength of 450 � 600 nm, while the IPCE of
FP-40 is outstandingly improved at a short wave-
length (∼350 nm), similar to the previous reports on
the devices embedding Ag NPs in PEDOT:PSS layer.5

This results coincide with the simulated result on the
scattering CS (Figure 3c) and the UV�visible light
absorption spectra of the PCDTBT:PC70BM films casted
on the both MoO3 and PEDOT:PSS with Ag NP (see
Figure S4). Therefore, it is obvious that the enhanced
scattering intensity near the green light with a strong
forward direction via the combination of the NBA and
the undulated active layer makes the photocurrent of
device higher compared to the case with flat buffer
layers.
In addition, the steady-state PL of the spin-casted

PCDTBT films with NBA-40 and FP-40 is supportive
evidence to show better optical properties of the NBA.
Figure 6c demonstrates that the PL intensity of the
NBA-40 is broadly enhanced compared to that of
the FP-40. Commonly, the steady-state PL intensity is
generally determined by two factors: the resonance
frequency overlap between the absorption band gap
of polymer and the nanostructure induced plasmonic
effects, as well as the decay of photogenerated
excitons.38 The aforementioned simulation and mea-
sured results already reveal that the superior optical
properties of the NBA contribute to the change of
steady-state PL. However, the difference in the steady-
state PL between the NBA-40 and FP-40 is bigger
than that of JSC for each corresponding device. To
distinguish the optical and electrical effect of different
plasmonic buffer layers, transient PLs of both films
were measured at the wavelength of 690 nm
(Figure 6d) and decay times of films on each buffer
were estimated by using exponential function.17 In the
films with FP-40, the short exciton lifetime (478 (
28 ps) is observed, whereas the lifetime of NBA-40
(575 ( 25 ps) is similar to that of film without NPs
(see Figure S2b). Generally, the fast decay of exciton is
related to high recombination losses and exciton
quenching.17,26 Moreover, it is well-known that the

direct contact between metal NPs and polymer layers
can be a source of the exciton quenching.38,39 As a
result, the NBA, which has Ag NPs fully covered by the
thermally evaporated MoO3, prevents the device from
recombination losses, while the exciton quenching can
occur at partially disclosed Ag NPs placed in the flat
PEDOT:PSS. Therefore, the NBA not only enhances
device performance due to its superior optical proper-
ties, but also has low recombination losses arising from
isolation of the NPs from the active layer without
any degradation of the enhanced optical properties.
Consequently, it is apparent that the NBA induced
plasmonic effect and light scattering are higher than
those from the conventional structure.

CONCLUSIONS

Wehavedemonstrated a considerable enhancement
both in JSC and PCE of the plasmonic PCDTBT:PC70BM
solar cells employing the NBA composed of MoO3 layer
and Ag NPs under the active layer, compared to the
reference devices including MoO3 HEL without NPs.
Here, the NPs with different diameters (Ag 20, 40,
and 60) have been generated by the evaporation and
condensation method using the aerosol process in dry
environment without aggregation, impurity, and con-
tamination issues that can usually happen in the wet
synthesis. FDTD calculation results on scattering cross
sections and near-field profiles inside the active
materials show higher intensities with a strong forward
scattering effect in the devices with the NBA than those
with the flat PEDOT:PSS. J�V characteristics show that
JSC increases continuously as the size of NPs increases
and the best performance is achieved at the device
embedding NBA-40. The improved performance de-
pending on the size of NPs is explained by the strong
forward light scattering effect coming from near-field
enhancement in the vicinity of Ag NP in the visible
region, as well as the multireflection between the
cathode and the nanobumped anode in the near-IR
region. Furthermore, we have presented that the OPVs
containing the NBA show better performance than
thosewith PEDOT:PSS incorporating NPs due to smaller
recombination losses and higher absorption intensity.
Therefore, our approach can be a promising platform
for efficient light harnessing in a broad spectral range
for use in diverse OPV devices.

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL SECTION

3D FDTD Simulation for CS and IPCE Enhancement. We set the
incident light source (300�800 nm in wavelength) propagating
in z-direction with TE polarization (or horizontal polarization),
and used symmetric boundary conditions for x-, y-axes and
perfectly matched layer (PML) condition for z-axis. We selected
total field scatter field (TFSF) light source to the FDTD model.
The absorption CS and the scattering CS were calculated
by a total field (incident field þ scattered field) power monitor

and a scattered field power monitor. With the use of these
power monitors, power flows induced by the interaction of the
incident wave and a particle scatterer were estimated.

Dispersive complex refractive indices (n, k) for PEDOT:PSS,
MoO3, and PCDTBT:PC70BM measured by spectroscopic ellips-
ometer (M2000D,Woollam) were adopted in to the simulation
model. It was assumed that both Ag NPs and the NBA were
concentric spheres andAgNPswerepoint-contactedonto the ITO-
coated glass. Also, the ITO and Al electrodes were excluded so as
to consider only the scattering effect by plasmonic NPs neglecting
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multireflection phenomena between the two electrodes. We also
imposed an average interdistance of 200 nm on Ag 20, 40, and 60
from the particle analysis of the SEM images. The thickness for the
PEDOT:PSS andMoO3 layers on the ITO-coated glass substratewas
fixed at 20 nm to reproduce real device structure.

Finally, the calculated absorption enhancement is com-
pared with the experimental IPCE enhancement. The actual
structure of plasmonic OPV was modeled by considering the
measured thickness of the device with and without NPs. The
plane wave source under AM 1.5G illumination was imposed
on the model and the rest of boundary conditions were the
same as the near field CS simulations. With the insertion of
power monitor into the model, the absorption enhancement
within plasmonic architecture was extracted.

Device Fabrication and Electro-Optical Measurement. The devices
were fabricated on ITO-coated glass substrates with a sheet
resistance of 20 Ω/cm2. The ITO patterned substrates were
precleaned with acetone for 15 min and isopropyl alcohol for
15 min and were dried in a vacuum oven. And then, the ITO-
coated glasses were treated with UV-ozone. The various sizes of
silver NPs were deposited on the ITO using the evaporation and
condensation method in the nitrogen glovebox. Afterward, the
mixture of the PCDTBT:PC70BM in dichlorobenzene (1:4 weight
ratio, 20 mg/mL) was spin-casted at 600 rpm for 60 s on top
of the MoO3 layer of 20 nm thickness by thermal evaporation
process to construct nanobump arrays and was annealed at
a high vacuum (<10�6 Torr) chamber for 2 h. The active layer
was 80�90 nm in thickness. Finally, the device fabrication was
completed by thermal evaporation of 0.5 nm LiF for electron
extraction layer and 100 nm Al as the cathode through shadow
masks under high vacuum chamber. For comparison, the refer-
ence device without Ag NPs was also fabricated. In addition, the
films without LiF and the cathode electrode for UV�visible
absorption spectra and the ones substituting the active layer
with 80 nmPCDTBT for PLmeasurement were fabricated as well.

The J�V characteristics were measured using a Keithley
237 source measurement unit under AM 1.5G illumination
condition at an intensity of 100 mW/cm2 with an Oriel S013A
solar simulator. IPCE spectra of devices were obtained using
Oriel IQE 200 model, which combined monochromator and
lock-in amplifier by comparison to a calibrated silicon photo-
diode. The J�V feature and IPCEmeasurement procedureswere
performed in the nitrogen glovebox to prevent the device
degradations. For UV�visible spectroscopy measurement, the
Cary 5000 UV�vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies)
with integrating sphere systemwas used. On the other hand, the
steady-state and time-resolved PL excited by 405 nm laser diode
were recorded using iHR320 (Horiba, Ltd.).
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